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Abstract: Software components are used in various application domains, and many
component models and frameworks have been proposed to fulﬁll domain-speciﬁc requirements. The general trend followed by these approaches is to provide ad-hoc models
and tools for capturing these requirements and for implementing their support within
dedicated runtime platforms, limited to features of the targeted domain. The challenge
is then to propose more ﬂexible solutions, where components reuse is domain agnostic. In this article, we present a framework supporting compositional construction and
development of applications that must meet various extra-functional/domain-speciﬁc
requirements. The key points of our contribution are: i) We target development of
component-oriented applications where extra-functional requirements are expressed as
annotations on the units of composition in the application architecture. ii) These annotations are implemented as open and extensible component-based containers, achieving
full separation of functional and extra-functional concerns. iii) Finally, the full machinery is implemented using the Aspect-Oriented Programming paradigm. We validate our
approach with two case studies: the ﬁrst is related to real-time and embedded applications, while the second refers to the domain of distributed context-aware middleware.
Key Words: component-based frameworks, domain-speciﬁc software engineering, aspect-oriented software architectures.
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Introduction

Component-Based Software Engineering (CBSE) promotes software architectures by decomposing systems into logical modules, which can be easily packaged
and composed. CBSE has therefore emerged as an elegant technology for the
rapid assembly of ﬂexible systems, fostering reuse and separation of concerns.
Although CBSE is already applied in IT systems using mainstream component
technologies, such as Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) or CORBA Component Model
(CCM), its beneﬁts increase drastically when designing Domain-Specific Component Frameworks (DSCF) in various application domains [LT09, LW07], from

dynamic adaptability [BCL+ 06] and distribution support [SVB+ 08] to embedded applications imposing strict constrains in terms of performance [CHP06]. A
DSCF typically consists of a component model isolating the relevant domainspeciﬁc abstractions and a toolkit for the generation of a dedicated execution
platform providing all the extra-functional services required by the application.
However, the plethora of DSCF propositions conﬂicts with the principles established by CBSE, since each DSCF tends to provide its own abstractions and
non-extensible platforms, which therefore prevents any reuse or improvement of
legacy solutions when generating the dedicated frameworks. This raises the challenge of proposing more ﬂexible solutions, where components can be designed as
pure logical modules, which can be independently deployed in various execution
contexts depending on these domain-speciﬁc/extra-functional requirements. According to our experience in this ﬁeld [LNBL09, PSCD06, PLMS08, SMF+ 09],
we believe that DSCFs actually share many architectural concepts, design patterns, and principles that are applied when implementing the domain-speciﬁc
parts of these execution platforms.
To solve these issues, the contributions exposed in this article revisit the
coupling of the Aspect-Oriented (AO) paradigm with an Architecture Description Language (ADL). More speciﬁcally, we are interested in an approach where
aspects are implemented as architectural fragments woven within component
containers. The idea of relying on AO techniques to inject domain-speciﬁc/extrafunctional features into an ADL has already been addressed in the state-of-theart. Nonetheless, the originality of our approach resides in the following two contributions: First, the weaving mechanisms provided to the developer for expressing the composition of aspects from the ADL typically rely on pointcut expressions and on advice implementation languages [aos]. Existing approaches, such
as CAM/DAOP [PFT05], FAC [PSCD06], FuseJ [SFV06], or the AO component
and composition model deﬁned by the AOSD-Europe project [Pro08] rely on
low-level and verbose languages capturing all the composition rules between the
ADLs and their advice implementations. These solutions compose business components and aspect connectors in a single software entity, thus partially violating
the obliviousness principle of aspect orientations. Within our approach, we rather
promote a higher-level speciﬁcation language for expressing the composition between these two levels based on an annotation weaving process. Annotations are
used as concise domain-speciﬁc notations, which are easier to write, reuse, and
analyze to check potential conﬂicts. These annotations can be associated to business components a posteriori via pointcut expressions, which select the target
architectural artefacts to be woven. Second, we consider the way advices are implemented and the platform resulting from the weaving process of aspects on the
core architecture. The existing approaches sharing with our proposal the capability to implement aspects as architectures [Pro08] or those which propose an

Aspect-Oriented Architecture Description Language, such as AO-ADL [PF07],
AspectualACME [GCB+ 06], or AspectLEDA [MTM09], do not rely on a concise
platform model. Indeed, in these approaches, the weaving process results in a
ﬂatten component-based architecture preventing any distinction at runtime between business and non-functional components. We rather believe that the weaving process should preserve the separation of concerns, and we propose to exploit
the concept of container to isolate the non-functional concerns. In particular,
the containers we consider are implemented as composite components extending
business components with their domain-speciﬁc behaviors. In this sense, a container acts as a concise weaving infrastructure, which is based on architectural
patterns specifying the composition rules between the component contents and
the selected aspects.
Therefore, this article introduces an incremental weaving process combining
aspects and components homogeneously from the application down to the platform. At the application level, the system is designed as a software architecture
centered on the business logic and is incrementally specialized using domainspeciﬁc annotations. These annotations act as meta-information reiﬁed at the
architectural level, thus expressing the domain-speciﬁc requirements of the application. The expression of these annotations is uncoupled from the base architecture, allowing the tailoring of the latter to various execution contexts by means
of an annotation injection process. At the platform level, each woven annotation
is reiﬁed as an aspect, which is implemented as a ﬁne-grained component-based
architecture. Containers are then used as a base infrastructure, in which domainspeciﬁc concerns can be injected and composed to generate dedicated containers,
which perfectly conform to the domain-speciﬁc requirements of the application.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the background of this work and clariﬁes our proposal. Sections 3 and 4 expose
our approach at application and platform levels, respectively. Section 5 provides
some insights on implementation issues. Section 6 evaluates our approach on
two case studies. Finally, Section 7 discusses the related work, while Section 8
concludes the article.

2
2.1

Hulotte: Component Model & Design Process
Background

A Domain-Specific Component Framework (DSCF) is composed of a component
model and the associated toolkit enabling the assembly, deployment, and execution of speciﬁc applications [BHM09]. In particular, the DSCF component
model deﬁnes the relevant architectural abstractions close to the problem domain, according to the requirements of the targeted application domain (e.g., to

address the distribution support or real-time constraints). According to [CL02],
a recognized methodology for developing DSCF is composed of two main steps:
First, the domain-specific component model is used to develop the functional
concerns of an application: the applicative components. Typically, the applicative
components encapsulate the business logic of the application and are speciﬁed
using the key abstractions for the considered domain.
Second, the domain-specific framework toolkit is employed to create a dedicated runtime platform. Most of component frameworks provide a runtime platform for hosting and running components following the container idiom (e.g., the
EJB container). In this case, containers provide, in a quasi-transparent manner,
platform-wide services to application components, thus relieving the developer
from dealing with domain-speciﬁc requirements and implementing the associated
execution support.
Although one of the main beneﬁts expected in using the component paradigm
is reuse [Cle02], it has been argued [DHT01] that the vast and increasing number
of proposals to address these domain-speciﬁc requirements does not encourage
reuse. In particular, these container-oriented platforms are often statically conﬁgured to support a ﬁxed set of extra-functional services, which limits the integration of additional domain-speciﬁc concerns. From this observation, we proposed
Hulotte [LMP+ 09]: a framework for the speciﬁcation and implementation of
arbitrary domain-speciﬁc concerns in a uniﬁed way, which is easily extendable
towards diﬀerent application domains. In the following section, we present the
generic component model on which this framework relies, the mechanisms proposed to extend it towards diﬀerent domains, as well as the roles involved within
its design process. The latter is based on aspect-oriented weaving techniques
introduced in Section 2.3.
2.2

Hulotte Component Model

Hulotte relies on a component model based on general CBSE principles [Cle02],
and is inspired by the reﬂective Fractal component model [BCL+ 06]. In particular, Hulotte identiﬁes as core architectural artifacts the concepts of Component
(either Primitive or Composite), Attribute, Interface, and Binding. The behavior of a primitive component is implemented by the underlying programming
language supported by our framework (Java or Scala in the context of this article) and is reiﬁed by a Content artifact. An architecture is then speciﬁed as
a set of interconnected components (at an arbitrary level of encapsulation by
using the composite design pattern) via oriented relationships between required
and provided Interfaces. Finally, an Interface type is speciﬁed by a signature speciﬁed within an Interface Description Language (IDL) ﬁle (e.g. a Java
interface speciﬁed in a .java ﬁle in the context of this article). An example of a
Hulotte architecture is given Figure 2.

According to the two above described steps for developing DSCF, we distinguish two roles involved in the Hulotte development process: the application
developer and the platform developer. The application developer is responsible
for the development of applicative components and the speciﬁcation of domainspeciﬁc requirements. She/he uses the Hulotte model concepts to design the
component-based application, which is annotated by Domain Specific Annotations afterwards. These annotations mark the Hulotte Architectural Artifacts like Java 5 annotations mark the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) of a Java
program. Hulotte annotations isolate and specify the concerns relevant to a
targeted application domain, so-called domain-specific concepts. Within our approach, it should be noticed that components are used as pure business units,
and a component-based architecture then implements the whole business logic of
the application. Therefore, annotations are used to specify the domain-speciﬁc
semantics over the architecture. For instance, in order to address the multitask applications domain, an annotation can be used on a component to qualify
under which execution model its business interfaces should be invoked, e.g. periodically or sporadically. On a composite component, an annotation can qualify
the boundary of a memory scope in which its subcomponents will be allocated.
Finally, an annotation can also be used on a binding to specialize the communication models and protocols (e.g., asynchronous, shared memory, CORBA,
SOAP) between the bound components.
The role of the platform developer is therefore to design and implement the
runtime platform generation process, and the domain-speciﬁc requirements deﬁned by the application developer. Within our approach, each application component is hosted by a container, which is itself implemented as a componentbased architecture. Therefore, containers and applications are homogeneously
implemented using the same architectural concepts. Throughout this article, we
will refer to platform components for components implementing the logic of the
containers.
2.3

Hulotte Aspect-Oriented Process

The contribution of this article consists in the use of aspect-oriented weaving
techniques at two levels: At application level, for weaving Hulotte annotations on the applicative architecture, and at platform level, for weaving platform
components within containers.
The design ﬂow described throughout this article is depicted in Figure 1, as
well as the three roles it involves: i) the application developer, ii) the platform
developer and iii) the Hulotte process itself.
For clarity sake, we detail in the following a typical design scenario from the
application developer point of view based on this ﬂow, according to the steps
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Figure 1: The Aspect-Oriented Hulotte Process.

numbered in Figure 1: The application developer is in charge of implementing the applicative architecture according to its business requirements (step 1).
Then, she/he injects the domain-speciﬁc annotations (step 2) in a way which is
uncoupled from its architecture by means of a dedicated pointcut language, as
it will be presented in Section 3. This ﬁrst weaving step outputs an annotated
architecture. The latter is reﬁned according to our container model (step 3),
which acts as a host structure for weaving platform components, implemented as
aspects. The latter implement domain-speciﬁc annotation’s logic. This leads us
to the second weaving step (step 4) which outputs the ﬁnal architecture. These
steps are presented in Section 4. Finally, a executable is generated (step 5).

3

Hulotte Application Level

The Hulotte application level corresponds to the design space provided to
the application developer. Therefore, the developer composes the application
business logic as an assembly of components, mentioned throughout this article
as the applicative architecture. Then, this applicative architecture is tagged with
annotations speciﬁc to the target application domain. This section gives some
insights on these two design steps.
3.1

Applicative Architecture Design

An illustration of an applicative architecture instance (and an excerpt of its
textual ADL1 , called Hulotte-Adl) designed with the Hulotte component
model is sketched out in Figure 2. White boxes represent primitive components
and are implemented by the application developer. Primitive components are
1

At the textual ADL level, there is no distinction between composite and primitive
components.

elementary composition units, connected via bindings and encapsulated within
composite components (grey boxes). At this stage of the process, an applicative
architecture simply speciﬁes how components are connected together to compose
the business logic of the application.
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1 component Root {
2
component Action {
3
component Writer {
4
provides java . lang . R unn ab le as ru nna bl e
5
requires Wr ite Itf as write
6
content Wr it er Im pl
7
}
8
component Data {
9
provides Wr ite Itf as write
10
provides Rea dItf as read
11
requires C omp ut eI tf as c omp ute
12
content Da taI mpl
13
}
14
component Reader {...}
15
component Com pute {...}
16
binds W riter . write to Data . write
17
// . . . Other i n t e r n a l Action bind ings
18
}
19
component Rea ct ion {...}
20
binds A ction . ac tiv ate to R ea cti on . ac tiv ate
21 }

Figure 2: Applicative Architecture Example.

3.2

Weaving of Domain-Specific Annotations

The Hulotte framework exploits annotations to isolate the domain-speciﬁc
concerns of an applicative architecture. They are explicitly speciﬁed by the application developer by means of a weaving process. This enables the uncoupling of
the annotation expression from the target architecture. This idea is motivated by
the fact that the same applicative architecture can be used in various execution
contexts. This section therefore introduces the characteristics of the Hulotte
aspect-oriented approach in order to automatically weave domain-speciﬁc annotations into the applicative architecture, focusing on the architectural join point

model and its associated pointcut language.
Joint Point Model. Hulotte identiﬁes four types of architectural join
points corresponding to any Architectural Artifacts of the Hulotte metamodel that can be marked with a Domain-Specific Annotation—i.e., Component,
either primitive or composite, Interface, Binding and Attribute.
Pointcut Language. Our framework provides a pointcut language to select
the join points of the applicative architecture on which domain-speciﬁc annotations should be attached. This pointcut language is structured as a query
language, called HPath (Hulotte Path), which is inspired by FPath [DLLC09]
and XPath languages. HPath is therefore a Domain-Specific Language (DSL)
that provides a concise and powerful notation to navigate and query Hulotte
architectures. With HPath, the application developer describes the domainspeciﬁc pointcut using dedicated architectural concepts. Finally, it allows to
attach Domain-Specific Annotations to the Architectural Artifacts captured by the pointcut. The syntax of a HPath expression is depicted in Figure 3.
An axe to expand over a set of input artifacts
Initial component name
Optional filtering predicates

$component-name/AXE::*[filter

expression]/.../=>@name()

name filter (regexp)
A step
A query expressing a pointcut

Additional steps

Annotation to attach to the set of artifacts
captured by the pointcut (with optional parameters)

Figure 3: Syntax of a HPath Expression.

An HPath query expressing a pointcut is composed of a root component
name representing the initial artifact on which the query will be executed, and
a sequence of steps used to navigate through the applicative architecture. The
sequence of steps, separated by a slash (/) acts as a pipes and filters ﬂow, each
step consuming and producing a set of Hulotte’s architectural artifacts. Each
step is composed of a navigation axis, followed by a name filter and an optional
expression of filtering predicates. Several navigation axis are available (most of
them are inherited from the FPath language), for instance:
– child (resp. parent): from an input set of components, this axe returns
their direct subcomponents (resp. their direct super-components).
– descendant-or-self (resp. ancestor-or-self) corresponds to the transitive and reﬂective closure of child (resp. parent). In these cases, the suﬃx
-or-self can be omitted, meaning that the axe’s input set of components
will not be added to the output result set.

– interface returns the set of interfaces belonging to a set of input components.
– binding returns the set of bindings incoming or outgoing to/from the set of
input architectural artifacts (this axe supports either components or interfaces as input).
– bound-to returns the set of components bound to the components given as
input.
– method returns the set of methods speciﬁed by interface signatures.
Within a step expression, a name filter is then applied over the set of elements
returned by the operation. The name filter is a regular expression that keeps
the matching Architectural Artifacts. The last part of a step expression is
a sequence of ﬁltering predicates (optional), ﬁltering the resulting set before it
is consumed by the next step. Each Architectural Artifact accepts a set of
predicates, for instance:
– The predicate size allows to test the number of artifacts processed by a
step.
– required and provided are predicates that apply to the interface or binding artifact in order to restrict a set of interfaces according to their kind
(i.e., required or provided). The predicate signature restricts the set of
interfaces according to a regular expression matching their full qualiﬁed signature names.
– The annotated-by predicate restricts the set of architectural artifacts already marked by the annotation given as a parameter of the predicate.
A ﬁlter expression can be a conjunction or a disjunction of predicates, or
a complete HPath expression. Finally, an HPath expression is suﬃxed by an
annotation name (with optional associated parameters), which will be attached
to all artifacts captured by the pointcut.
Annotations Weaving Process. The HPath expressions are speciﬁed by
the application developer as part of the textual speciﬁcation of its applicative
architecture. The weaving process (illustrated in Figure 1, step (2)) consists in
interpreting these expressions and producing an annotated architecture where
each architectural artifact matched by the queries are attached to the annotation(s) suﬃxed by the query. Table 1 illustrates some examples of HPath
expressions. The right part of the ﬁgure describes the architectural artifacts
matching each expressions when they are sequentially applied to the applicative
architecture speciﬁed in Figure 2 from the top-level component Root.
Expression (1) weaves a distribution concern by annotating all the direct
sub-components of Root with the DistributedComponent annotation. Expression (2) weaves a threading concern by annotating all components providing a

Table 1: HPath Expression Examples.
HPath expressions

Matching element(s)
in Figure 2
(1) $Root/child::* => @DistributedCompo- Components {Action,
nent(...)
Reaction}
(2) $Root/descendant-or-self::*[
Components {Writer,
size(./interface::*[provided]) == 1
Reader}
&& ./interface::*[signature(Runnable)])
== 1]
=> @ActivePeriodic( period="10ms",
priority="8", maxiter"*")
(3) $Root/child::*/binding::*[
Binding between com./required::*[annotatedponents
by(@Distributed)] &&
./provided::*[annotatedAction and Reaction
by(@Distributed)]] => @AsyncBinding()
(4) $Root/child::Action:: descendant-orComponents {Writer,
self::* => @Reconfigurable(),
Data, Reader,
@LoggedCompAccess

Compute}

(hpcexp= "*;*;write")
(5) $Root/descendant-or-self::Data =>
@ProtectedComponent(maxval="1")

Component {Data}

single server interface typed by the Java Runnable signature with the ActivePeriodic annotation. Expression (3) weaves a concurrency concern by annotating
with the AsynchronousBinding annotation bindings speciﬁed between components themselves annotated by the distribution concern. Expression (4) weaves
reconfiguration and logging concerns by annotating all the descendants of the Action component with the Reconfigurable and LoggedCompAccess annotations.
Note that the latter takes a regular expression as parameter (hpcexp stands for
Hulotte pointcut expression) whose syntax is explained in Section 4.2. Finally,
expression (5) weaves the annotation ProtectedComponent in the component
Data. It should be noticed that annotations can be also added manually by the
application developer to annotate directly the artifacts of its architecture, without using HPath expressions. This capability can avoid the well-documented
pointcut fragility problem of AOP [SK04], which stipulates that changes to the
architecture might cause join points to incorrectly fall in or out of scope. In our
case, an annotation can be attached directly to an artifact whose deﬁnition may
evolve during the application design lifespan.

Finally, as deﬁned by the Hulotte process, the domain-speciﬁc annotations
are implemented by the platform developer as described in the next section.

4

Hulotte Platform Level

One of the key motivations of Hulotte is to provide an implementation of
domain-speciﬁc concerns in an oblivious manner to the application developer.
Separation between the business and domain-speciﬁc concerns is an essential
software engineering principle to consider, in particular when an execution platform needs to be adapted to support heterogeneous execution contexts for its
applicative components. Another motivation within our approach lies in the nature of domain-speciﬁc concerns, which can be arbitrarily complex, allowing the
design, for instance, of both real-time and reconﬁgurable distributed componentbased systems. Therefore, we propose a framework where the link between the
business and domain-speciﬁc layers is not hard-coded, but expressed using aspect
weaving.
4.1

A Unified Approach

The Hulotte platform level is handled by the platform developer, who is responsible for implementing the execution platform supporting the domain-speciﬁc
requirements speciﬁed by an annotated applicative architecture. As presented
in Section 2, the Hulotte platform is engineered with components. This approach brings two signiﬁcant features: i) The platform developer beneﬁts from an
architecture-oriented design space to implement with ﬁne-grained reusable components, the semantics of arbitrary complex domain-speciﬁc annotations. ii) Our
approach is based on an isomorphic component model used at application level,
as well as platform level, in a symmetric and uniﬁed way. The container model
on which the platform is built is generalized, deﬁning composition rules and architectural invariants as architectural patterns to specify the link between these
two architectural levels. As an example, Figure 4 depicts the component-based
container of the applicative component Data (speciﬁed in Figure 2). The internal
structure of this container implements the semantics of the domain-speciﬁc annotations attached to Data—i.e., @Reconfigurable, @LoggedCompAccess, and
@Protected component—using HPath expressions (4) and (5) given Table 1.
Throughout this Section, we rely on this Figure, which will therefore be detailed
step by step.
Architectural Patterns. The container architecture introduced in Figure 4
is systematically structured according to two architectural patterns [LMP+ 09].
First, we deﬁne the ChainComposite pattern as a composite component, whose

Figure 4: Component-based Architecture of a Container.

subcomponents are special components—interceptors. Within the ChainComposite pattern, the interceptor components are bound via their incoming and outgoing interfaces (respectively named IN and OUT, see Figure 4), thus implementing
a pipes and filters architectural style.
Second, the ContainerComposite pattern—i.e., the container itself—is also
speciﬁed as a composite component. This pattern corresponds to the host infrastructure for the platform components implementing the domain-speciﬁc logic
required by the applicative components. This pattern is systematically applied
on each applicative component instances (either primitive, like for the Data component in Figure 4, or composite) as follows:
1. A set of Controller components2 implementing various domain-speciﬁc services and meta-data inﬂuencing the whole component (or component set,
e.g. life-cycle management, threading management) is composed in the container. In addition to that, controllers can provide interfaces to allow an
access to these services from outside of the component.
2. For each interface of the applicative component, a ChainComposite pattern
is injected, implementing an interception chain, which will be applied over
incoming and outgoing invocations of the component. Interceptors and controllers are bound together via bindings (so called a trap binding from a client
2

It should be noticed that we use the term controller to qualify services implemented
by the platform implemented by aspects, but controller, interceptor and applicative
components are isomorphic.

trap interface at interceptor side), thus allowing a centralized management
of strategies for the interception mechanisms.
The container composite pattern is used in the same way when applied to applicative bindings, but without managing a business logic (since at application
level, a binding is an abstract communication channel). In this case, incoming
and outgoing ChainComposites implement the logic of stub and skeleton proxies
deployed at client and server sides, respectively.
The Hulotte containers bring several advantages for engineering the platform: i) They allow the inversion of control over the applicative components and
provide new interfaces to the environment to introspect/control them. ii) They
provide a full separation of concerns between applicative and platform components. Moreover, the latter are encapsulated within a composite, acting as a host
structure for domain-speciﬁc concerns and limiting their scope of action to the
nested applicative components. Finally, iii) containers provide a structure for
which interceptor chains and platform components are fully speciﬁed as component assemblies. Based on these Hulotte platform concepts, the following
sections detail how the platform developer speciﬁes domain-speciﬁc concerns as
aspects woven on applicative architectures.
4.2

Aspect Weaving at the Platform Level

Within our approach, implementations of domain-speciﬁc concerns are architecture-oriented. As illustrated in Figure 1, each domain-speciﬁc annotations are
implemented as component architectures by the platform developer. These platform architectures are designed as aspects: they are implemented independently
for the base applicative architecture on which they will be woven, and independently from each other in a modular way. The ContainerComposite pattern,
deployed around each applicative components and applicative bindings, is the
host infrastructure for weaving these aspects. Each aspect is designed as assemblies of interceptor and controller components. An advice therefore corresponds
to interceptors, which will be woven around applicative components (according
to the ChainComposite pattern composition rules) and bound to controllers via
trap bindings. The platform developer implements aspects using the Hulotte
architectural concepts and should then specify how they will be woven using the
join point model.
Join Point Model. At this abstraction level, the join points used by the
platform developer are the business interfaces of the applicative components.
Indeed, the base language on which our aspect framework relies is an applicative
architecture, abstracting the details of the underlying programming language
used to implement the components. Therefore, only the incoming or outgoing

operation calls crossing the component interfaces are relevant for advice speciﬁcations.
Pointcut Expression. A Hulotte pointcut expression (hpcexp) is divided
into two parts3 . First, a keyword that speciﬁes if the incoming calls (keyword
SERVER) or outgoing calls (keyword CLIENT) or both of them (no keyword) must
be selected. This compares to before, after, and around advices in AspectJ
terminology, but for a join point expressed as a component. Second, three regular
expressions separated by semicolons speciﬁes which interface signature, name,
and operations must be matched, respectively (they rely on the java.util.regexp
package). These expressions are used by the platform developer to specify how
interceptor components should be woven around the business interfaces of applicative components, at the granularity of an interface and/or an operation
call.
To illustrate these points, the container infrastructure depicted in Figure 4
is obtained by weaving three aspects around the Data applicative component,
corresponding to the implementations of the domain-speciﬁc annotations @Reconfigurable, @LoggedCompAccess and @ProtectedComponent (the resulting
aspects woven are represented by shadowed areas in the Figure). We rely on
this example to explain precisely how these aspects are speciﬁed by the platform
developer and then woven by the Hulotte platform weaving process. Figure 6
gives relevant excerpts of aspects implementing the above mentioned annotations using Hulotte-Adl. Let’s ﬁrst focus on the @ProtectedComponent aspect
(lines 5--32). Basically, its semantics is close to a semaphore used in concurrent
programming: only a maximum number of parallel executing threads (maxval)
are allowed to execute operations provided by the component; if the maximum
is reached, new incoming calls are then queued. The two interceptor deﬁnitions
for this aspect begin lines 9--10 and 20--21. Note that in this example, annotations are used to mark architectural artifacts with platform-speciﬁc concerns,
but directly within the ADL declarations and not via HPath expressions, as it
was mentioned earlier. For instance, the @Interceptor annotation takes a pointcut expression as a ﬁrst argument: line 9 speciﬁes that component InProtect is
an interceptor that should be woven on each client interface whatever their signatures/names/operations are (hpcexp="CLIENT *;*;*"). InProtect extends
interceptorType speciﬁed in lines 1--4 (the signatures of the interfaces IN and
OUT are variables known only at weaving time according to the advice business
interface).
Advice Implementation. Hulotte relies on generative techniques to create the implementation of interceptor components. The basic way provided to
3
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the platform developer is to declaratively express within the aspect speciﬁcation
how the operation calls to the trap interfaces are performed according to the advice business calls. These requirements are classical pointcut-advice mechanisms
around operation invocations and are speciﬁed by an annotation (WeaveTrapOperation). It speciﬁes which operation of the trap interface should be invoked
and when—i.e., before or after the advice call. The signature of the trap interface can syntactically reﬂect the platform services provided by the controller
component bound to it. This feature strengthens the symmetry between platform
and applicative layers since controllers can be handled as regular components
without being implemented knowing they will be used as aspects. Otherwise, our
approach supports also the case where the trap interface is based on an operation used to pass the reiﬁed original business invocation as a parameter. Finally,
more advanced generative tools are also provided to the platform developer for
generating arbitrary complex interceptor implementations independently from
the intercepted business interface signatures. However, describing these tools
exhaustively is out of the scope of this article.
To illustrate these features, let us consider again the ProtectedComponent
aspect woven around the component Data. It deﬁnes two interceptors for the
following reason: each applicative component’s incoming call should be trapped
in order to increment the semaphore counter before calling the component Data
and to decrement it after Data returns. However, the reverse policy is required
for outgoing calls from Data.
According to that, lines 11--18 express that the weaving task should generate the content of the InCProtect interceptor via the trap interface sem with
a call to the method acquire before the proceed and a call to release after
(the proceed denoting the business method call executed on the Data component). The reverse policy is implemented by the OutGProtect interceptor. The
result of the weaving task is illustrated in Figure 4. The sequence diagram given
in Figure 5 represents the simpliﬁed behavior of the resulting container according to an incoming invocation from its read interface. Notably, it clearly depicts
the message sequences implementing the logic of the ProtectedComponent aspect.
Aspects Weaving Process. For each applicative component, the Hulotte
platform weaver ﬁrst generates a composite container used as a host infrastructure to weave the aspects implementing the domain-speciﬁc annotations: each
applicative instance is nested within a container and empty chainComposite
components are instantiated around their business interfaces (note that this
latter pattern is not explicitly handled by the platform developer within its aspect speciﬁcations). This process is illustrated in Figure 1 (step (3)). Then, for
each aspect speciﬁcation, the weaving process (Figure 1, step 4) consists in generating interceptors, adding them within ChainComposites according to their
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Figure 5: Sequence Diagram of an Incoming Call (from the read interface) within
the container given Figure 4.

pointcut expressions, adding controller components to the container, and ﬁnally
setting their bindings. Aspects are simply stored within a component library
and identiﬁed by the platform developer by the @CompositeContainerAspect
annotation (e.g., lines 5, 33, and 47). The annotation parameters ﬁlled in by
the application developer are propagated to aspect speciﬁcations by the mean of
template parameters at ADL level. For instance, the parameter maxval ﬁlled in
Table 1(5) is propagated to its aspect speciﬁcation as an attribute value of the
ProtectedC controller line 26 (while this template parameter is deﬁned line 7).
There are several beneﬁts when weaving component-based aspects on applicative components to modularize domain-speciﬁc concerns. First, aspects can
be woven according to the incoming and outgoing interaction points externalized by the base components, through explicitly deﬁned and stable interfaces.
Second, the weaving process does not require the source code of the base component, and aspects do not have dependencies on internal elements of the base
implementation. Moreover, the internal behavior of the base components is not
altered by the weaving process. Finally, dependencies between aspects and base
components can be explicitly captured at architectural level, as detailed in the
following section.

1 component i n te r ce p to r Ty p e {
2
provides $ { de riv ed : BOUND - ITF - SIGN } as IN
3
requires $ { de riv ed : BOUND - ITF - SIGN } as OUT
4}
5 @ C o nt a i n er C o m po s i t e As p e c t
6
(implements= " @P r o te c t ed C o mp o n en t " )
7 component P r ot e ct e dA s pe c t ar gu me nts ( ma xval ) {
8
provides e xt er nP It f as extP
9
@ In te rc e pt or ( hp cexp = " CLIENT *;*;* " , order = " LIN - FOUT " )
10
component I nC Pr ot ec t extends i n te r ce p to r Ty p e {
11
@ Tr a pI n te rf a ce
12
@ W ea v e Tr a p Op e r at i o n ( t ra pw ea v ee xp = " a cqu ire " ,
13
advic e = " bef ore " )
14
@ W ea v e Tr a p Op e r at i o n ( t ra pw ea v ee xp = " r ele ase " ,
15
advic e = " after " )
16
requires s e ma ph o re It f as sem
17
@ G e n er a t e Ba s i c In t e r c ep t o r
18
content In C o mi n g Pr o te c t Im p l
19
}
20
@ In te rc e pt or ( hp cexp = " SERVER *;*;* " , order = " LIN - FOUT " )
21
component O ut G Pr ot ec t extends in t er ce p to r Ty p e {...}
22
// pro tected−c o n t r o l l e r inst ance
23
component P ro te ct ed C {
24
provides s e ma ph o re It f as sem
25
provides e xt er nP It f as extP
26
attributes int i nit val = $ { maxv al }
27
content Pr ot e ct e dC I mp l
28
}
29
binds thi s . extP to Pr ot ec te dC . extP
30
binds I nPr ot ec t . sem to Pr ot ec te dC . sem
31
binds O ut Pr ot ec t . sem to P ro tec te dC . sem
32 }
33 @ C o nt a i n er C o m po s i t e As p e c t
34
(implements= " @L o g ge d Co m pA c c es s " )
35 component Lo g g ed C o m pA c c es s A s pe c t a rg ume nt s ( hpcexp ) {
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46 }

@S in gl et on
component L ogg ing C {...}
@ In te rc e pt or ( hp cexp = $ { hpcexp } , order = " ANY " )
component LogI extends i n te rc e pt o rT y pe {
@ Tr a pI n te rf a ce
requires AO PA l li a nc e It f as aopi tf
content L o gg in gC I mp l
}
binds L o gg i ng I n te r ce p t . aopit f to L ogg in gC . aopitf

47 @ C o nt a i n er C o m po s i t e As p e c t (implements= " @ Re c on f ig ur a bl e " )
48 component Re c o nf i g ur a b le A s pe c t {
49
// l i f e −cyc le−c o n t r o l l e r inst ance
50
component LCC {...}
51
// BC, Comp, NC, SC c o n t r o l l e r s ,
52
// in te r c e p t o r s , binding s
53 }
54 @ C o nt a i n er C o m po s i t e As p e c t (implements= " @A s yn cB i nd i ng " )
55 component A s y nc B i nd i ng A s pe c t {
56
@ In te rc e pt or ( hp cexp = " CLIENT *;*; *: void "
57
o rder = " LIN - FOUT " )
58
component stub {...}
59
@ In te rc e pt or ( hp cexp = " SERVER *;*; *: void "
60
o rder = " LIN - FOUT " )
61
component s kel eto n {...}
62 }

Figure 6: Aspects Excerpts Implementing the Domain-Speciﬁc Logic of annotations @ProtectedComponent, @LoggedCompAccess, @Reconfigurable and
@AsyncBinding using Hulotte-Adl.

4.3

Handling Dependencies between Aspects

AOP is a programming paradigm that increases modularity by allowing the separation of crosscutting concerns. However, a major well-known diﬃculty appears
at weaving time, since a composition of aspects can result in an inconsistent system. Indeed, aspects may be incompatible or may be dependent on each others.
In this section, we present how these issues are handled at the application and
platform levels of the Hulotte framework (all these mechanisms have been
used within the two case-studies presented in Sections 6.1 and 6.2).
• Within our framework, mutual exclusion between domain-speciﬁc concerns
is ensured at applicative level by means of OCL constraints over instances of the
annotated applicative architectures (i.e, just after the weaving step 2 represented Figure 1), and checked automatically to guarantee that they are veriﬁed
before the platform weaving process. Moreover, we provide also the capability to
express constraints that implementations must fulﬁll at source code level before
weaving. These points are reported in details in [NL09].
• In our case, ordering of a stack of advices on a particular join point corresponds to the execution order of interceptor components within the ChainComposite patterns. Far from resolving this problem generally, we however provide
to the platform developer a way to specify basic ordering strategies over advice
weaving. Within the scope of a single aspect speciﬁcation, relative orders can
be speciﬁed over several advice deﬁnitions. Moreover, two kinds of absolute orders (meaning that they should be respected whatever other aspects are woven
by the weaving process) can be speciﬁed: FIN-LOUT or LIN-FOUT. The former
corresponds to an interceptor placed at the ﬁrst position of a ChainComposite
for an incoming base interface and/or at the last position for an outgoing base
interface. The latter refers to the reverse policy. Examples of absolute orders are
given in Figure 6, lines 9, 20, and 39.
• In the case where platform components speciﬁed in diﬀerent aspects need
to collaborate, we provide a feature to the platform developer called late-binding.
Such a binding is processed at the end of the container weaving process. It consists in injecting dependencies between controllers when the source or target
controller has been added within the container by an another aspect. For example, a relevant use-case of such a feature concerns a dependency between an
applicative component annotated with @ActivePeriodic and @Reconfigurable
annotations. Indeed, the former is implemented by a controller that periodically
executes the operation run of the interface java.lang.Runnable provided by
the applicative component. If the Reconfigurable aspect is also woven in this
component, the life-cycle controller it implements should be synchronized with
the periodic controller—i.e., the periodic activation is started/stopped when the
component is started/stopped from its life-cycle controller. This requirement is
depicted in Figure 7. At the end of the container weaving process, if these two

Reconfigurable and ActivePeriodic aspects have been woven, this late-binding
speciﬁcation consists in adding a client interface typed by the PeriodicItf signature to the life-cycle controller (named LCC), then in weaving an invocation to
the operation startPeriodicAct at the end of the implementation of startComp
provided by the life-cycle controller, and ﬁnally in binding the two controllers.
1 @ C o n t ai n e r Co m p o si t e A s pe c t (implements= " @ A ct i ve P er i od i c " )
2 component Ac t iv e Pe r io di c {
3
component Pe rio di cC { provides Pe ri o di cI tf as p er io di cI }
4
@ La t eB in d in g ( c o n tr o l l er N a m e De p e n de n c y = " LCC " ,
5
kind = " e xport " , t ra pw e av ee x p = " s ta r tP e ri o d ic A ct " ,
6
hpc exp = " S ERVER *;*; s ta rtC om p : void " , advic e = " after " )
7
@ La t eB in d in g ( c o n tr o l l er N a m e De p e n de n c y = " LCC " ,
8
kind = " e xport " , t ra pw e av ee x p = " s to p Pe r io d ic A ct " ,
9
hpc exp = " S ERVER *;*; s top Com p : void " , advic e = " after " )
10
binds $ { d eri ved : LATE - BI NDIN G } to Pe ri odi cC . p er iod ic I
11 }

Figure 7: @ActivePeriodic Aspect, Excerpt Focused on Late-Binding.

• Finally, a relation between an applicative component and controller components is not always bijective. In some case, controller instances are globally
shared by the whole application containers. To handle this requirement, our
component model supports component sharing, meaning that a single instance
of a component can be encapsulated by several composites. At design time, this
feature is speciﬁed using the @Singleton annotation as it is the case for the
LoggingC controller (cf. Figure 6, line 37).

5

Implementation

This section gives an insight of the basic parts of the Hulotte framework
implementation. It consists of three main units: i) The front-end processing the
IDL ﬁles4 and the description of an applicative architecture and its corresponding
HPath expressions stored in ADL ﬁles, ii) the middle-end implementing the
two-level weaving engines presented in Sections 3 and 4, and iii) the back-end
generating the code of the ﬁnal execution infrastructure, which is afterwards
compiled by a classical Java compiler, as illustrated in Figure 1(5).
The framework relies on the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) technology [BSE+ 04]. EMF has been used to implement the Hulotte model introduced
in Section 2.2. The front-end is then in charge of parsing the IDL and ADL ﬁles
and of instantiating the corresponding EMF instances. It also instantiates an
EMF model of the primitive component implementations. The implementation
4

.java ﬁles in the context of this article.

model corresponds to the Java AST deﬁned by SpoonEMF5 and based on the
Spoon [PNP06] program transformation framework. The middle-end relies on
these two models (i.e. architecture and implementation models) to implement
the Hulotte weaving engines, and more speciﬁcally, the following points:
– It implements the constraints checker mentioned in Section 4.3 and based on
OCL rules speciﬁed over the EMF instances. Implementation details about
this feature is given in [NL09].
– It implements the late-bindings presented in Section 4.3. Indeed, a latebinding consists in weaving operation calls in controller implementations.
This feature relies on the Spoon API to inject the required calls into implementation models of the controllers. The implementation models are then
pretty printed in order to obtain the transformed Java code.
– It generates the Java code of interceptor components. The generation process is based on code templates taking three parameters as arguments: i)
the signature of the intercepted applicative interface, ii) the pointcut expression (hpcexp) attached to the interceptor deﬁnition, and iii) the list of
@WeaveTrapOperation required to generate trap calls. We also mentioned
more advanced tools providing by our framework for generating arbitrary
complex component implementations. They are deﬁned as Hulotte plugins taking as input introspectable interface deﬁnitions and which output
Java code according to them. The Java code produced by these plugins are
implemented by the platform developer, based on the Spoon API.
– And last but not least, it notiﬁes the back-end to apply optional optimizations on the executable, which can be conﬁgured by the end-user.
According to the last point, the back-end generates by default an infrastructure for which dependency injections between components are handled by dedicated component factories, themselves generated by the back-end. This mechanism relies on proxy objects interposed on component interfaces, and is the
basic feature required to provide reﬂective and reconﬁgurable component-based
systems. However, it can notoriously impact on the performances—in terms
of memory footprint and execution time—of the deployed executable, all the
more as the platform is implemented by component architectures. Within the
back-end, we have introduced optimization heuristics in order to mitigate these
overheads. The heuristics focus on reducing interceptions in inter-component
communications and on merging implementations of architectural artifacts. The
merge algorithm consists in inlining, for instance, interceptors, controllers, and
applicative component implementations in a single Java class. A detailed description of the heuristics provided by our framework is out of the scope of this
5

Available from http://tinyurl.com/spoon-emf09

article, we refer the interested reader to [PLMS08]. These optimization features
can be speciﬁed as Hulotte’s annotations by the application developer.
Finally, Hulotte is coupled to basic editing tools provided by the EMF
framework. These tools can be used by the application developer to visualize
the annotated architecture resulting from the annotations weaving process (i.e.,
after the weaving step illustrated in Figure 1(2)). It allows her/him to check if
the pointcuts captured by the queries have correctly matched the architectural
artifacts, and eventually to debug them. Since the same language (HulotteAdl) is used at platform level, the ﬁnal architecture can also be edited by these
tools (i.e., after the platform weaving process, Figure 1(4)), to verify if aspects
have been correctly woven into each containers.

6

Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our approach on two case studies. The ﬁrst is related
to real-time and embedded applications, while the second refers to the contextaware middleware domain.
6.1

A Framework for Real-Time Java based Systems

Application-level Overview. Hulotte has been experimented in the design
of a component-based framework for RTSJ-based real-time and embedded systems [PLMS08]. The Real-Time Specification for Java (RTSJ) [BGB+ 00] is a
speciﬁcation for development of predictable real-time Java-based applications.
Among many constructs, which mainly pose special requirements on the underlying JVM, two new programming concepts were introduced: i) real-time threads
(RealTimeThread, NoHeapRealTimeThread) that have precise scheduling semantics, and ii) special types of memory areas (ScopedMemory, ImmortalMemory),
which are outside the scope of action of the garbage collector to ensure predictable memory access among the objects where they are allocated. RTSJ introduces a non-intuitive and diﬃcult-to-take-in-hand programming model and
imposes several rules on the software composition process.
Table 2 sums up the main architectural annotations provided to the application developer to mark its applicative architecture. They provide the ability
to specify the multi-task and concurrent nature of the application according
to RTSJ concepts. An active component represents various execution concepts
enforced by RTSJ—non real-time, real-time, and non-heap real-time. The semantics of such a component is the one of a monitor controlling the execution
of the business operations it provides. It is attached to its own thread of control (or pool of threads), activated periodically or sporadically—i.e., triggered
by incoming invocations. @MemoryArea expresses the allocation contexts of the
components—heap, scoped, and immortal memory.

Table 2: RTSJ-Speciﬁc Hulotte Annotations.
Annotation

Parameters

@ActivePeriodic
threadkind, period, priority, maxiter
@ActiveSporadic
threadkind, priority, threadpoolsize
@MemoryArea
memkind, memsize
@AsyncBinding
–
@ProtectedComponent maxval

Platform-level Overview. Each annotation is implemented by aspects as
described in Section 4.2. The controller implementations rely on the RTSJ API
and its library (Priority Scheduling, High-resolution Timers, Wait-Free Queues,
and Memory Contexts). An aspect has been also implemented to support crossscope communication, since RTSJ imposes the use of code patterns [PFHV04] to
pass values back and forth across the boundaries formed by memory areas. This
aspect consists of interceptor components, generated according to the interfaces
involved in a binding between components allocated in diﬀerent areas.
Application Scenario. To apply our domain-speciﬁc framework, we have
reengineered a large application: the Real-Time Collision Detector (RCD) presented in [KHP+ 09]. The RCD algorithm is about 2.3KLoc and its task is to
proceed a periodic stream of aircraft positions and determine if any of these
aircrafts are on a collision course. The original object-oriented implementation
has been reengineered as a Hulotte architecture composed of about ten applicative components. The main part of the algorithm is periodically executed
by a non-heap real-time ActivePeriodic component and processed by components allocated in immortal and scoped areas according to its requirements.
The environment is simulated by a non-real time ActivePeriodic component
and interactions between real-time and non real-time parts of the application is
ensured by a ProtectedComponent. The results from each algorithm iteration
are asynchronously transferred to an ActiveSporadic component. The resulting platform produced by the Hulotte weaving process for this application
scenario is about 2.5K generated Loc.
6.2

SPACES: A RESTful Context Dissemination Framework

Application-level Overview. SPACES is a RESTful middleware solution for
the ﬂexible dissemination of context information. In particular, SPACES proposes to distribute context information in ubiquitous computing environments
by combining the principles of REpresentational State Transfer (REST) and
the COntext entitieS coMpositiOn and Sharing (COSMOS) context framework
[CRS07, RCS08]. By combining COSMOS and REST, SPACES therefore in-

tends to provide Context as a Service and to enable the eﬃcient distribution of
context information among heterogeneous devices.
Weaving Context Processing Concerns. In COSMOS, context policies
are hierarchically decomposed into ﬁne-grained units called context nodes. A
context node refers to context information controlled by a software component.
A Context policy refers to a hierarchical composition of context nodes reﬂecting the inference of a speciﬁc context information. Context nodes leaves (the
bottom-most elements, with no descendants) encapsulate raw context data obtained from collectors, such as operating system probes, sensors near the device,
and user preferences in proﬁles. Intermediate context nodes are context operators used to process the context information collected from the lower layers in
order to compute an high-level context information. The eﬃciency of the context policy processing can be improved by tuning the following context node
properties. Active/Passive: An active node is associated with a thread of control, while a passive node obtains context information upon demand. Typical
examples of active nodes include a node in charge of the centralization of several
types of context information, a node responsible for the periodic computation of
higher-level context information, and a node to provide the latter information
to upper nodes. Observation/Notification: Communication into a context
node’s hierarchy can be top-down or bottom-up. The former—implemented by
the interface Pull—corresponds to observations that a parent node triggers.
The latter—realized by the interface Push—corresponds to notiﬁcations that
context nodes send to their parents. Pass-through/Blocking: Pass-through
nodes propagate observations and notiﬁcations while blocking nodes stop the
traversal. For observations, COSMOS transmits the most up-to-date context information without polling child nodes. For notiﬁcations, COSMOS uses context
data to update the node’s state, but it does not notify parent nodes.

Table 3: Context Processing Hulotte Annotations.
Annotation

Parameter

@Active
period: Integer
@Notification policy: {sequential or parallel}
@Blocking
static: {true or false}

Table 3 summarizes the Hulotte annotations associated to the COSMOS
parameters. By default, context nodes are conﬁgured as passive, observable,
and pass-through. The Hulotte annotations are therefore used to reﬁne the
conﬁguration of the marked context nodes.

Weaving Context Distribution Concerns. REpresentational State Transfer (REST) is a resource-oriented software architecture style for building Internetscale distributed applications [Fie00]. Typically, the REST triangle deﬁnes the
principles for encoding (content types), addressing (nouns), and accessing (verbs)
a collection of resources using Internet standards. Resources, which are central to
REST, are uniquely addressable using a universal syntax (e.g., a URL in HTTP)
and share a uniform interface for the transfer of application states between client
and server (e.g., GET/POST/PUT/DELETE in HTTP). REST resources may typically exhibit multiple typed representations using—for example—XML, JSON,
YAML, or plain text documents. Thus, RESTful systems are loosely-coupled
systems following these principles to exchange application states as resource
representations. This kind of stateless interactions is particularly interesting in
the context of SPACES since it improves the resources consumption and the
scalability of the system.

Table 4: Context Distribution Hulotte Annotations.
Annotation
@Host
@Provider

Parameter
identifier: Uniform Resource Identiﬁer
type: MIME Type[]

Table 4 summarizes the Hulotte annotations associated to the REST parameters. The Hulotte annotations are used to describe the distribution of
context nodes among the physical devices considered in the environment. In
SPACES, REST contextual resources are described by the following parameters:
Host points to a physical device described using the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) format (e.g., http://device.inria.fr:8080). Therefore, context
identiﬁers include a communication scheme, a server address, a context path,
and a sequence of request parameters: scheme://context-server/contextpath?request-parameters. Provider refers to the diﬀerent representations,
designed by their MIME media types classiﬁcation [IAN07], under which a REST
resource can be retrieved. In particular, SPACES promotes the Java object serialization as the default resource representation (application/octet-stream)
for performance concerns. Nevertheless, SPACES provides also representations of
context resources as XML (application/xml) and JSON (application/json)
documents.
Platform-level Overview. The platform level of SPACES is implemented
using the Scala programming language [OSV08]. Speciﬁcally, the mechanism of
trait provided by Scala enables SPACES to support a modular implementation
of the container controllers and interceptors. Therefore, the context processing

and distribution concerns are implemented as speciﬁc traits, which are combined
in order to implement SPACES controllers and interceptors.
In this context, Hulotte serves as a weaving framework that selects the
SPACES traits according to the annotated applicative architecture describing
the context policy and mixes them into the component containers according
to a particular weaving strategy (e.g., optimization level). Figure 8 depicts an
example of component-based container hosting a context node and generated by
the Hulotte framework from the annotated description of a SPACES context
policy. For each context node, 2.3KLoc are generated by the weaving process,
and the whole code imported via singleton components (implemented within a
library and used by SPACES containers) is about 9KLoc.
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Figure 8: Component-based Architecture of a SPACES Generated Container.

6.3

Evaluation Synthesis, Discussions and Lessons Learned

When developing the two case studies, we witnessed many beneﬁts of our approach that we present in the following, and discuss their limitations before a
comparison with existing ones in Section 7.
Relying on Concise Annotations for Specifying Domain-Specific Concerns. Hulotte allows us to deﬁne domain-speciﬁc component-based frameworks addressing the challenges of RTSJ-based software development and these
of a RESTful context middleware for which dedicated execution and communication models are supported. Therefore, the way annotations are used at application level is not a curb on expression complex domain-speciﬁc concerns.

The features provided by HPath make use of convenient queries to easily
adapt annotations (and their parameters), which will be woven. HPath provides
a rich expression power, the variety of navigation axis it oﬀers allows to capture
precise pointcuts over the architecture artifacts. Even if the examples of queries
presented in Table 1 might appear complex to the reader, the fact remains that
the use of HPath is straightforward since it is based on the component model’s
artefacts to navigate through the applicative architecture. However, we can mention a drawback arising in using HPath. In minor cases, the use of queries can
turn out to be more verbose than annotations manually set into the architecture. This is typically the case when the same annotation should be woven with
diﬀerent parameters, which must be speciﬁed by multiple queries.
Finally, if the semantics attached to the annotations is well documented, we
believe that the learning curve for application developers is equivalent when using
our approach compared to the one required to take domain-speciﬁc component
models in hand.
Improving Separation of Concerns. The HPath queries allow to specify
the annotations in a completely uncoupled way from the architecture’s speciﬁcations, without polluting the latter. Moreover the queries can be expressed in
a centralized way (e.g. at the end of the top-level component’s ADL ﬁle).
In the general case, relying on annotations enforces separation of concerns
between the business and domain-speciﬁc logics, the latter being externalized at
the architectural level with well-deﬁned semantics, emphasizing on the problem
domain. Moreover, this feature allows the support of tools reasoning on high-level
perspectives of the application, rather than source code implementations, and
conducting domain-speciﬁc analysis of the system. For instance, we proposed
a validation framework [Pls09] to check the compliance with RTSJ based on
annotated architectures.
This separation of concerns occurs also at code level since domain-speciﬁc
code is implemented by the Hulotte platform, rather than buried and tangled
within the business classes, and the composition process of platform components
is established without any dependency on the internal elements of the applicative code. As a consequence, the business code implementing the components
becomes more readable and maintainable—reﬂecting the functional needs of the
application without any constraints imposed for instance, by RTSJ or RESTful
context middleware. Moreover, the domain-speciﬁc code handled by the platform alleviates drastically the burden on the application developer, since from
one application to another, implementing these concerns is a redundant, timeconsuming, and error-prone task.
Exploiting CBSE at Platform Level. When considering the experiments we
have conducted using Hulotte, the large majority of the domain-speciﬁc annotations are implemented as component architectures, which validate our proposal

of using the component paradigm at platform level. However, this design choice
has a limitation, in particular considering these two following issues: i) At a
stage within the Hulotte compilation ﬂow, architecture transformations are
required to implement the distribution concern, since a standalone executable is
generated on each physical distributed node. ii) As presented in Section 6.1, a
memory allocation concern has been considered for applicative components. A
minor part of its implementation impacts on a process of Hulotte: the generation of the component factories in order to control the instantiation of these
components. These two points can not be implemented as component architectures woven into containers but are instead implemented using speciﬁc extension
points deﬁned within the Hulotte compilation ﬂow. However, their descriptions
are out of the scope of this article.
We can also highlight the beneﬁts raised by our approach from the aspect
paradigm point of view. First, the platform components are exclusively woven according to the well deﬁned interfaces of the applicative components. It simpliﬁes
greatly the implementation of advices, compared to classical code-centric AOP
approaches, the latter relying on many low-level constructs from the base programming language on which aspects are woven (e.g. method declarations and
calls, ﬁeld access, etc.). Moreover, composition between platform and applicative components does not distort the applicative code, since the latter remains
totally unchanged after the weaving process.
Handling Dependencies between Aspects. Our framework provides the Object Constraint Language (OCL) support used by the platform developer i.e., the
domain expert, to express the constraints between annotations [NL09]. These
constraints are automatically checked at application level once the annotations
weaving process is completed. This is of great help for the application developer,
giving him a feedback on using annotations in a consistent way. We have successfully applied the OCL support on several constraints imposed by annotations of
both case-studies.
The notion of component sharing introduced in Section 4.3—widely used for
designing the RESTful context middleware—allows to preserve a strong encapsulation of the components nested within composite containers, while sharing
between them built-in middleware services. The notion of late binding was also
used within the two case-studies according to the use-case presented in Section 4.3 (for synchronizing life-cycle controllers of active components). Even if
late bindings are quite complex to deﬁne, nevertheless, we believe that they provide an interesting feature for deﬁning component interactions without any code
modiﬁcation for the developer.
Towards more Flexibility and Reuse. The use of concise annotations at
architectural level introduces ﬂexibility and conﬁgurability in the application
design process with regard to domain-speciﬁc concerns. First, annotations pa-

rameters ease the conﬁguration of platform-level components. For instance, the
developer can simply specify and change a priority, a period of a thread managed by the platform, or the size of an RTSJ memory area thanks to parameters attached to their annotations. The propagation of these information from
application-level annotations to platform-level aspect implementations is automatically handled by the platform weaving process by mean of ADL template
parameters (see Section 4.2, page 16). Second, the strong decoupling between annotations and architectural artefacts provides a straightforward way for adapting
the execution contexts of applicative components. For instance, according to the
two presented case-studies, we are able to easily change the internal concurrency
of the Real-Time Collision Detector (by changing the way components are executed and synchronized), to change the component allocations within diﬀerent
memory areas, or to adapt the deployment policy of a context node. When using
HPath, all these platform adaptations are conducted by the developer by simple
modiﬁcations of the queries centralized in Hulotte-Adl ﬁles.
Our approach improves reuse of platform components since they are speciﬁed
as regular components without being implemented knowing they will be used as
aspects. It was typically the case of the singleton components used to implement SPACES containers. Indeed, more than 9KLines of componentized code
were incorporated by the Hulotte process imported from component libraries
provided outside the scope of our case-study. Interceptor components are also
fully reusable units from one aspect to another since they are implemented (and
generated) independently of applicative component speciﬁcations on which they
will be woven.
We have also conducted an experiment related to the reconfigurable aspect
presented in Section 4. It was initially implemented to provide full architecture
introspection and reconﬁguration capabilities at runtime and was successfully
applied in the context of our two case-studies. Moreover, from its initial implementation, we have derived several aspects, each of them providing a subset of
these capabilities, e.g., for providing only minimal introspection features when
reconﬁguration is not required at runtime. This experiment has highlighted the
beneﬁts brought by the use of architectures within aspect implementations where
ﬁne-grained platform components are easily reusable as advices. Finally, we are
currently implementing a connection between the RTSJ concerns and the RESTful context concerns. We will therefore provide an RTSJ-based implementation
of SPACES to ensure predictability over context node executions, reusing an
already implemented Hulotte distributed aspect [MPL+ 08] based on RealTime CORBA.
Performance Issues. Finally, in [PLMS08], we have performed a quantitative evaluation demonstrating the eﬃciency of the optimizations presented in
Section 5 over component-based containers. Indeed, the impact over the perfor-

mances are null when platform component implementations are merged within
the business code, compared to a reference application where domain-speciﬁc
concerns are implemented by the application developer. These results show that
the weaving process promoted in this article, based on high-level abstractions,
does not impact on the performances when component reiﬁcation at runtime is
not required.
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Related work

Specializing Architectural Artifacts with Annotations. In programming
languages, the use of annotations is widely applied to specialize their basic constructs. However, to the best of our knowledge, only the Think ADL [LNB09]
and UML2 [OMG07] exploits this feature to specialize architectural constructs.
Within Think ADL, a set of flexibility-oriented annotations are provided to the
application developer allowing to generate, for the same architecture, a set of
systems with diﬀerent ﬂexibility capabilities. Furthermore, Think shares with
our approach the capability to express these annotations in a uncoupled way
from the base architecture using AOP techniques [LNB09]. However, these annotations are limited to expression of ﬂexibility degrees required by components
at runtime and do not address other extra-functional concerns. The pointcut language provided for annotations weaving is based on pattern-matching rules over
architectural artifacts names, but it does not allow to capture more precisely the
base artifacts as it is the case with HPath queries. In turn, UML2 deﬁnes the
composite structure diagram for specifying software architectures, and introduces
the notion of proﬁles [FV04]. The latter is the built-in lightweight mechanism
that serves to customize UML artifacts for a speciﬁc domain or purpose via
stereotypes. Thus, the latter could be used to extend the semantics of the composite structure diagram artifacts. Our approach share with UML the notion of
annotation, close to the one of a stereotype.
Aspect Weaving for EJB Component. JBoss AOP6 and Spring AOP7
(and JAsCo [SVJ03] based on Java Beans) are Java frameworks for AOP. When
applied to application servers, aspects are woven to EJB components. We can put
forward two main diﬀerences with Hulotte. First, EJB’s are basically deployment units and not composition units which reify their dependencies allowing to
specify the application as an architecture. Therefore, advices can not be speciﬁed
according to high-level architectural constructs, and the base language remains
code-centered. Second, aspects are implemented as plain Java classes whereas
Hulotte implements them as an architecture.
Symmetric Approaches: Aspects as Components. FuseJ [SFV06],
CAM-DAOP [PFT05], and FAC [PSCD06], are approaches sharing the goal of
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reifying aspects as ﬁrst class entities in the component based programming
model. The ﬁrst deﬁnes its own ADL by introducing the concepts of gate and
connector, while the second and the third identify the concepts of component
and aspect. In particular, FAC is based on Fractal [BCL+ 06], which has itself
inspired Hulotte. A distinction is made in these three approaches between classical component and aspect-oriented interactions. The former is similar to the
notion of applicative binding and the latter allows deﬁning around advices (so
called aspect bindings in FAC). Aspect-oriented interactions, intercepted from
operations externalized at component level, allow—by means of Plain Old Java
Objects (POJO) interceptors—the delegation of a behavior implemented itself by
a component, realizing this symmetric aspect/component architecture. However,
in both approaches, the weaving process results in a ﬂatten architecture where
applicative and aspect components are composed at the same level, whereas Hulotte exploits the notion of container. The same distinction with our proposal
can be made with the AO component and composition model deﬁned by the
AOSD-Europe project [Pro08]. Moreover, compared to these three approaches,
Hulotte adds the capability to advice applicative bindings, a required feature
to support implementations of speciﬁc communication schemes between components. Furthermore, Hulotte provides a deeper insight of the aspect weaving impact by reﬂecting the woven advices within the component containers as
domain-speciﬁc components.
Extensible Container-Based Approaches. Even if component containers
are a key part of mainstream component frameworks such as EJB, they support
a predeﬁned and non extensible set of extra-functional services. On the contrary,
the PIN component model [Mor06] is based on generative techniques to produce
custom containers encompassing component interactions (stubs and skeletons
generation) and implementing extra-functional concerns. This approach shares
also with Hulotte a strong separation of concerns between the containers logic
and those of applicative components. Despite of these similarities, the work presented in this article diﬀers from theirs in that they propose the use of AspectC++ and template meta-programming for generating containers, the weaving process is then code-oriented whereas our solution abstracts it at architectural level. In this aspect, Asbaco [MB05] and AoKell [SPDC06] are aligned
with the approach in this article because both rely on containers engineered as
a component-based architectures. However, with Asbaco, integrating platform
and applicative components is performed with load-time mixin technique based
on a bytecode engineering library, resulting in an infrastructure where both levels are tangled, contrary to our approach. Moreover, we believe that, with this
technique, it becomes quite diﬃcult to ensure traceability—required for evolution purposes—between the ﬁnal infrastructure built by the weaving process
and the starting applicative and platform architectures. Indeed, in our approach,

the ﬁnal infrastructure is fully speciﬁed as an architecture thanks to the use of
architectural patterns. On the contrary, AoKell preserves the platform architecture but suﬀers from the same drawback since the integration between the
two levels is based on AspectJ. Finally, these two last approaches do not rely on
aspect weaving within their containers for integrating extra-functional concerns
implemented in a modular way and independently from each other.
Aspect-Oriented Architecture Description Languages. AO-ADL
[PF07], AspectualACME [GCB+ 06], or AspectLEDA [MTM09] generally propose to integrate aspects as ﬁrst class entities in legacy ADLs. The objective of
these extensions is to design and reﬂect crosscutting concerns as aspect connectors (or aspect coordinators) within the software architectures. These connectors
wire business artefacts and intercept the communications in order to inject the
crosscutting artefacts. Unlike these approaches, the integration of Hulotte differs with respect to several issues. First of all, Hulotte adopts a two-steps
approach in order to weave crosscutting concerns, where domain-speciﬁc annotations are ﬁrst attached to the architecture artefacts. The use of domain-speciﬁc
annotations supports both the interception and the injection of crosscutting concerns within business components. Thanks to these architectural annotations,
conﬂicts can be detected by observing the annotations attached to the architecture. Next, the injection technique used by Hulotte consumes the architectural
annotations and exploits code generation and optimization algorithms in order
to reduce the run-time overhead. In particular, Hulotte exploits the concept
of component container to isolate the crosscutting concerns and thus provide
a clear separation between business and technical concerns. These crosscutting
concerns are reﬂected at run-time as components, which can be dynamically introspected and reconﬁgured. Finally, Hulotte deﬁnes also a pointcut language,
named HPath, which can be used to weave aspects a posteriori by selecting a
set of architecture artefacts to be modiﬁed.
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Conclusion

The research activities presented in this article aim at exploring trails on a uniﬁed
approach, for which the architectural concepts, methodologies, and principles
used to implement the variety of existing Domain-Specific Component Frameworks can be factorized. Our goals are to improve reuse, both at application
and platform levels, and to propose more ﬂexible solutions for deploying components in heterogeneous execution contexts depending on the targeted application
domains.
In this context, this article reports on the Hulotte framework, which relies
on using AOP principles at two CBSE levels. First, at the application level, relying on a join point language whose expression capabilities allow the application

developer to specialize, by means of domain-speciﬁc annotations, its business
architectures. Software architectures provide appropriate high-level abstractions
of the system—components, their interactions, their compositions—to specify
domain-speciﬁc execution, communication, or allocation models. Moreover, the
uncoupling between the annotations expression and the base architectures on
which they will be woven allows the developer to qualify and adapt the domainspeciﬁc concerns in a highly ﬂexible way.
Second, at the platform level, where domain-speciﬁc annotations are implemented by aspects as ﬁne-grained component assemblies in a symmetric and uniﬁed way. Advices are expressed according to the external incoming and outgoing
interaction points speciﬁed at architectural level by the base applicative components. The weaving process relies on containers deployed on the base applicative
architectures, and deﬁning the composition rules between the applicative and
the aspect components. This process corresponds to an incremental reﬁnement
of the platform where aspects can be injected and composed to generate dedicated containers ﬁtting the domain-speciﬁc requirements of the application,
while preserving the traceability and a full separation of concerns between these
two levels.
Our approach has been validated and has shown its beneﬁts on two case studies addressing real-time embedded applications and the domain of distributed
context middleware. It has however a limitation such as the impossibility to
completely implement some parts of domain-speciﬁc concerns as component architectures. Even if this point is currently handled programmatically by speciﬁc
extension points of the Hulotte framework, an open issue is to specify these
requirements as code-centric aspects. Another issue is related to the support
of dynamic weaving of the platform components at runtime. This is a typical
domain-speciﬁc concern, which can be implemented by a Hulotte aspect.
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